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Including the phonon-assisted inelastic process in thermoelectric devices makes it possible to enhance the per-
formance of nonequilibrium work extraction. In this work, we demonstrate that inelastic phonon-thermoelectric
devices have a fertile functionality diagram, where particle current and phononic heat currents are coupled and
fueled by the chemical potential difference. Such devices can simultaneously perform multiple tasks, e.g., heat
engines, refrigerators, and heat pumps. Guided by the entropy production, we mainly study the efficiencies
and coefficients of performance of multitask quantum thermal machines, where the roles of the inelastic
scattering process and multiple biases in multiterminal setups are emphasized. Specifically, in a three-terminal
double-quantum-dot setup with a tunable gate, we show that it efficiently performs two useful tasks due to
the phonon-assisted inelastic process. For the four-terminal four-quantum-dot thermoelectric setup, we find that
additional thermodynamic affinity furnishes the system with both enriched functionality and enhanced efficiency.
Our work provides insights into optimizing phonon-thermoelectric devices.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Understanding the performance of thermoelectric transport
at the nanoscale is of significant importance for its potential
applications in quantum technology [1–5]. Much effort has
been devoted to achieving high efficiency and a coefficient of
performance in thermoelectric nanodevices both theoretically
[6–8] and experimentally [9–24], which mainly originate from
elastic transport processes [25,26]. Interestingly, Mahan and
Sofo proposed the “best thermoelectrics” by using conductors
with very narrow energy bands to reduce the thermal conduc-
tivity based on the Wiedemann-Franz law [27]. However, it
was recently discovered that phonon thermal transport will
inevitably suppress the figure or merit and output power in the
zero bandwidth limit [28]. The carrier of particlea and heat
current for the elastic transport processes is electrons, so it
is impossible to spatially separate them. In contrast, it may
be possible to realize such a separation of heat and charge
currents in inelastic transport processes [29].

Recently, another fundamental category, i.e., inelastic
transport processes, was explored [30–36]. One exciting per-
spective is that the inclusion of an additional terminal to
“decouple” the particle and heat currents may significantly
improve thermoelectric efficiency. Until now, a vast number
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of valuable works have been carried out to study inelastic
transport in thermoelectric systems, e.g., Coulomb-coupled
quantum dot (QD) systems [16,37,38], metal-superconductor
junctions [39], and boson-assisted thermoelectric devices
[40–42]. However, the study of multiterminal energy con-
version and transfer is still in its infancy. In such energy
conversion and transfer, the thermodynamic machine usually
performs a single task, such as a refrigerator [12,14,43–45],
a heat pump [46–48], or a heat engine [21,22,49–52]. In-
triguingly, as proposed by Entin-Wohlman et al. [53] and
Manzano et al. [54], a three-terminal device is consid-
ered to be a hybrid thermal machine that performs multiple
efficient tasks simultaneously by introducing a reference
temperature. Consequently, the thermoelectric effect ac-
companied by one electric current and two heat currents
is analyzed.

In this work we provide a universal efficiency based on the
concept of entropy production [55]. We show that inelastic
thermoelectric devices with multiple electric currents and/or
multiple heat currents can be nominated as hybrid thermal
machines, i.e., devices concurrently performing multiple use-
ful tasks [54,56]. Specifically, we desire to analyze different
thermoelectric devices performing distinct tasks, e.g., heat en-
gines, refrigerators, and heat pumps. When a system connects
to “N” reservoirs, the entropy production rate of the whole
system is described as Ṡtot = ∑N

i=1 Ṡi, where Ṡi = −I i
Q/Ti is

the entropy production rate of the ith reservoir [57], with I i
Q

being the heat current out of the ith reservoir. Moreover, the
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particle and energy conservations result in
∑N

i=1 I i
p = 0 and∑N

i=1 I i
E = 0, with I i

v (v = p, E ) being the particle (energy)
current flowing out from the ith reservoir into the system.
Then, we select the rth reservoir as the reference reservoir,
which is characterized as a reference temperature Tr and one
chemical potential μr associated with the electron particle
number Nr

e . Straightforwardly, the rth particle and energy cur-
rents can be obtained as Ir

p = −∑N
i �=r I i

p and Ir
E = −∑N

i �=r I i
E .

Considering the expression of the heat current from the rth
reservoir, i.e., Ir

Q = Ir
E − μrIr

p, it can be reexpressed as Ir
Q =

−μrIr
p − ∑N

i �=r (I i
Q + μiI i

p). Therefore, the rate of total entropy
production is given by

TrṠtot = Tr

N∑
i=1

Ṡi =
N∑

i=1

∑
v=p,Q

Ii
vAi

v, (1)

where Ai
v is the affinity, which can be the electrochemical po-

tential difference or temperature gradient, e.g., Ai
p = μi − μr ,

and Ai
Q = (Ti − Tr )/Ti. Here we need to point out that if the

heat reservoir is the phononic one, there is no electrochemical
potential difference, i.e., Ai

p ≡ 0. Then, the efficiency is de-
fined as the ratio of all the entropy decrease terms (the useful
rates) to all the entropy increase terms (the wasteful rates)
[54,58–60]

φ = −
∑

i

∑−
v=p,Q Ii

vAi
v∑

i

∑+
v=p,Q Ii

vAi
v

� 1, (2)

where
∑

i

∑±
v=p,Q Ii

vAi
v denotes the sum over the positive and

negative terms of the entropy production rates, respectively.
According to the second law of thermodynamics, the effi-
ciency is bounded via φ � 1 [61].

We should note that such efficiency in Eq. (2) can be
alternatively derived by including the concept of the gener-
alized free energy as proposed in Ref. [54], which is based
on the choice of the reference reservoir. Specifically, the
rate of free energy of the ith reservoir Ȧi is expressed as
−Ȧi=(Ėi − μI i

p) + TrṠi. Combined with the energy relation
Ėi = I i

Q + μiI i
p, the rate of total free energy can be reexpressed

as −Ȧtot = ∑
i(μi − μr )I i

p + ∑
i

(Ti−Tr )
Ti

I i
Q, which actually has

the identical form to TrṠtot. Therefore, it is expected to obtain
such efficiency.

It is known that typical kinds of efficiency have been
studied in both the equilibrium and nonequilibrium regimes
[54,59,62,63]. Interestingly, with the two-terminal setup the
relation between efficiency φ and conventional efficiency η =
W/Q (W and Q are the output work and input heat) can be
obtained as [62]

φ = η/ηC, (3)

where ηC = 1 − Tc/Th is the Carnot efficiency, and Tc and Th

are the temperatures of the cold and hot reservoirs, respec-
tively. Equation (2) is general for distinct functional machines,
including a heat engine, a refrigerator, and a heat pump. Note
that Eq. (3) is applicable to a heat engine. One key mission in
quantum thermodynamics is to find out the optimal efficiency
and the corresponding maximal power of thermal machines.

While considering energy conversion, thermoelectric co-
operative effects have been demonstrated to be an effectual

FIG. 1. Schematic illustration of thermoelectric cooperative ef-
fects in a quantum thermal machine. Ii (i = 1, 2) denotes the input
current, Io is the output current, and Ai is the corresponding affinity.
φi (i = I, II, II) is the efficiency of the thermal machine.

way to improve conversion efficiency (figure of merit) [62].
As shown in Fig. 1, the thermal machine connects to two input
currents and one output current, and there are two thermo-
electric effects associated with different chemical potentials
and/or temperature gradients. The essence of cooperative ef-
fect is to modulate the input currents through regulating the
thermodynamic affinities. For instance, there is only one in-
put current in mode I and mode II, while mode III has two
input currents. It is found that the efficiency of mode III
can be greater than that of modes I and II, i.e., max(φIII ) �
max (φI, φII ).

Here we primarily examine the general theoretical frame-
work of multiterminal devices, i.e., a double-QD three-
terminal system comprising two electronic terminals and a
phonon bath (Sec. II), and four-QD four-terminal system
(Sec. III), define the particle and heat currents and the cor-
responding thermodynamic driving forces, and they use those
quantities to reexpress the efficiencies of the thermal machine
for different tasks. We also discuss thermodynamic multitasks
of the various setups in the linear response, based on the
Onsager formalism. Finally, Sec. IV is devoted to the conclu-
sions. Throughout this work, we set electron charge e ≡ 1 and
Planck constant h̄ ≡ 1.

II. THE THREE-TERMINAL DOUBLE-QD DEVICE

In this section, we will present a generic inelastic transport
model to illustrate multitasks of hybrid thermal machines.
The simplest nontrivial geometry configuration for inelastic
transport is the three-terminal system, where energy ab-
sorbed/emitted by the electron is assisted by a third phonon
bath, differing from the left reservoir and the right reser-
voir. This model is characterized as a hopping double-QD
model [42,51,64–66]. At the linear thermoelectric response
regime, one remarkable feature of double QDs is that the
three-terminal system exhibits a large thermopower and a
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FIG. 2. Illustration of a three-terminal double-QD system. An
electron that leaves the left reservoir into the left QD (with energy EL)
hops to the right QD (with energy ER) as assisted by a phonon from
the phonon bath (with temperature Tph). The electron then tunnels
into the right reservoir from the right QD. The electrochemical poten-
tial and the temperature of the left reservoir (right reservoir) are μL

and TL (μR and TR), respectively. γL/R are the hybridization energies
of the QDs to the left/right reservoir, respectively. Also shown is an
illustration of (b) inelastic and (c) elastic thermoelectric transport.

high figure of merit [40]. Moreover, it is found that non-
linear thermoelectric transport can further enhance energy
efficiency and output power under nonlinear driving sources
[51]. Here, we mainly focus on the efficiencies and coeffi-
cients of performance of a multitask three-terminal inelastic
phonon-thermoelectric device.

A. The basic setup and currents

The three-terminal double-QD device consists of the left
reservoir, the right reservoir, and a phonon bath, as schemat-
ically depicted in Fig. 2. The QDs are labeled by L and R
with tunable energy levels EL and ER. Here we select the case
ER > EL. An electron leaves the left QD and hops to the right
QD, which is simultaneously assisted by one phonon from the
phonon bath (with temperature Tph). The Hamiltonian of the
double-QD device is

Ĥ = ĤDQD + Ĥe-ph + Ĥlead + Ĥtun + Ĥph, (4)

with

ĤDQD =
∑

i=L,R

Eib̂
†
i b̂i + t (b̂†

Lb̂R + H.c.), (5a)

Ĥe-ph =
∑

q

λqb̂†
Lb̂R(d̂q + d̂†

q ) + H.c., (5b)

Ĥph =
∑

q

ωqd̂†
q d̂q, (5c)

Ĥlead =
∑
j=L,R

∑
k

ε j,k b̂†
j,k b̂ j,k, (5d)

Ĥtun =
∑

k

VL,kb̂†
Lb̂L,k +

∑
k

VR,kb̂†
Rb̂R,k + H.c., (5e)

where b̂†
i (b̂i) is the creation (annihilation) operator of an

electron in the i QD, and Ei is the QD energy, t is the tunneling
between the two QDs, γL(R) = 2π

∑
k |VL(R),k|2δ(E − εL(R),k )

is the coupling between the QD and the left (right) reservoir,
λq is the strength of electron-phonon interaction, and d̂†

q (d̂q)

is the creation (annihilation) operator of a phonon with the
frequency ωq.

There are particle I i
p (i = L, R), energy I i

E (i = L, R, ph),
and heat I i

Q (i = L, R, ph) currents out of the ith reservoir,
which are denoted by gray lines with arrows in Fig. 2(a)
[30,41]. Accordingly, the electric and phononic heat currents
are given by I i

Q = I i
E − μiI i

p (i = L, R) and Iph
Q = Iph

E . We
show that the current Ii is positive when flowing towards
the hybrid quantum system. Moreover, energy conservation
leads to the relation IL

E + IR
E + Iph

Q = 0 [30], while particle
conservation results in IL

p + IR
p = 0. Moreover, the entropy

production relation of the system is given by [67] −Ṡtot =
IL
Q/TL + IR

Q/TR + Iph
Q /Tph. Combining the particle and energy

current conservation relations, the entropy production rate can
be reexpressed as

TL
dStot

dt
= IR

p AR
p + IR

QAR
Q + Iph

Q Aph
Q , (6)

where AR
p = μR − μL, AR

Q = 1 − TL
TR

, and Aph
Q = 1 − TL

Tph
.

We make the approximation that the elastic (el) current
between reservoirs (that involve coherent tunneling from dot L
to dot R via the t-term in HDQD) can be treated independently
from the inelastic (inel) current from dot L to dot R (that in-
volve absorbing or creating a phonon in the phonon bath). We
calculate the elastic current by assuming no inelastic hopping
from dot L to dot R, whereas we calculate the inelastic currents
by assuming no elastic hopping from dot L to dot R. Then we
sum these two terms to obtain the total current,

I = Iel + I inel. (7)

Based on the Fermi golden rule [40,68], the inelastic tran-
sition rates between two quantum dots are described as


L→R ≡ γe-ph fL(1 − fR)N−
p , (8a)


R→L ≡ γe-ph fR(1 − fL )N+
p , (8b)

where fL(R) is the occupation of the L(R) dot, N±
p = NB + 1

2 ±
1
2 sgn(ER − EL ) with NB ≡ [exp(|ER − EL|/Tph ) − 1]−1 being
the Bose-Einstein distribution for phonons, and the spec-
tral function of the phononic reservoir is given by γe-ph =
2π

∑
q |λq|2δ(E − ωq), which is selected to be constant.

Then, we assume that the dot-electronic reservoir coupling
strengths are much larger than the dot-phononic reservoir one,
i.e., γL(R)�γe-ph, where the steady-state distributions of two
QDs can be approximated by the distribution of local elec-
tronic reservoirs. Consequently, we obtain fi ≈ {exp[(Ei −
μi )/kBTi] + 1}−1, where fi (i = L, R) is the Fermi-Dirac dis-
tribution function of the ith electronic reservoir. Hence, one
is able to obtain the contribution of inelastic processes to the
heat currents,

IL,inel
Q = (EL − μL )IL,inel

p , (9a)

IR,inel
Q = −(ER − μR)IL,inel

p , (9b)

Iph,inel
Q = (ER − EL )IL,inel

p , (9c)

where IL,inel
p = 
L→R − 
R→L. In Fig. 2(b), we can see that

the inelastic process mainly results from the electron-phonon
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interaction processes, which involve collaborative transport
between three reservoirs.

In contrast, the electron-phonon scattering process does not
contribute to elastic current [see Fig. 2(c)], which only in-
volves the electron transmission processes. If we consider the
weak tunneling between two dots (t�|ER − EL|), the elastic
currents may be approximated via the noninteracting version
of the Landauer-Büttiker formula [69,70],

IL,el
e =

∫
dE

2π
T (E )[ fL(E ) − fR(E )],

IL,el
Q =

∫
dE

2π
(E − μL )T (E )[ fL(E ) − fR(E )],

Iph,el
Q = 0, (10)

where the energy-dependent transmission func-
tion can be obtained via the Caroli formula [67]
T (E ) = Tr[Ĝr (E )
̂LĜa(E )
̂R]. Specifically, two Green
functions are approximated as Ĝr (E ) = [Ĝa(E )]† =
(E − EL + iγL/2 −t

−t E − ER + iγR/2 )−1 (see the details in
Appendix A), and the two transition functions defined
as 〈v|
̂u|v′〉 = γuδu,vδu,v′ (u, v, v′ = L, R) are given by


̂L = (γL 0
0 0) and 
̂R = (0 0

0 γR
). Thus, the transmission

function can be obtained as

T (E ) = t2γLγR∣∣(E − EL + iγL

2

)(
E − ER + iγR

2

) − t2
∣∣2 . (11)

Note that elastic processes do not contribute to the heat current
Iph
Q . Finally, the total nonequilibrium current, both contributed

by elastic and inelastic processes, is expressed as I = Iel +
I inel.

Then the power produced by the reservoirs for the device
is expressed as [30,53]

Ẇ = IR
p �μ, (12)

where �μ = μR − μL ≡ AR
p is the chemical potential differ-

ence. By default, we will consider the temperatures as TR <

TL < Tph, where the temperature of the left reservoir is chosen
as the reference temperature. Hence, it should be easier to
characterize which task the system is performing.

B. The efficiency of power production, cooling, and heating
by performing a single task

In this part, we introduce the efficiencies for three ther-
modynamic operations: heat engines, refrigerators, and heat
pumps. The efficiency is a dimensionless ratio where the
device’s output drives its input. For example, heat engines
convert temperature gradients to extract useful work, e.g., a
thermoelectric engine [71]. In such a thermoelectric heat en-
gine, the heat current absorbed from the hot reservoir (phonon
bath) is used to drive particle current against the chemical po-
tential bias �μ, i.e., IR

Q < 0, Iph
Q > 0, and Ẇ < 0. According

to Eq. (2), the efficiency of the thermoelectric heat engine is
given by

φE = −Ẇ

IR
QAR

Q + Iph
Q Aph

Q

. (13)

Based on the above relation (φE > 0), we know that the neg-
ative entropy production associated with power produced by
the reservoirs, Ẇ < 0, is compensated by the positive entropy
production of IR

QAR
Q + Iph

Q Aph
Q , in agreement with Kedem and

Caplan [72].
For the refrigerator operation, the negative entropy produc-

tion occurs when heat current flows out of the coldest reservoir
(IR

Q > 0), but no other useful task is performed (i.e., Iph
Q > 0

and Ẇ > 0). Such efficiency is also termed the coefficient of
performance, defined as

φR = −IR
QAR

Q

Iph
Q Aph

Q + Ẇ
. (14)

The third type of thermal operations is the heat pump,
which is characterized as heat current flowing into the hot
reservoir (Iph

Q < 0), but no other useful task being performed
(IR

Q < 0 and Ẇ > 0). For the heat pump, we obtain [73]

φP = −Iph
Q Aph

Q

IR
QAR

Q + Ẇ
. (15)

From the above discussion, we know that if we ignore the
inelastic scattering processes, the heat current involved with
the phonon bath becomes vanishing. The whole entropy pro-

duction is simplified to TL
dSel

tot
dt = IR,el

p AR
p + IR,el

Q AR
Q. And the

three-terminal setup is reduced to the two-terminal one.
When multiple terminals cooperate with each other, the

thermal machine may perform multiple useful tasks simul-
taneously, e.g., the third terminal is either a phononic or
an electronic reservoir (see Appendix C). However, the two
terminal setups are also able to perform two tasks simultane-
ously: cooling one reservoir necessarily comes together with
pumping heat in the other one.

C. The performance of the hybrid thermal machine
for multiple tasks

We will show that the three-terminal configuration is suf-
ficient to perform nontrivial multiple thermodynamic tasks
[54]. First, work can be used to cool down the cold reservoir
and warm up the hot reservoir (i.e., IR

Q > 0, Iph
Q < 0, and Ẇ >

0). Hence, the device simultaneously acts as a refrigerator and
a heat pump. Specifically, using Eq. (2), the efficiency in this
operation regime reads

φPR = −IR
QAR

Q − Iph
Q Aph

Q

Ẇ
, (16)

where the subscript stands for pump-refrigerator. The effi-
ciency for producing work and cooling the cold reservoir (i.e.,
IR
Q > 0, Iph

Q > 0, and Ẇ < 0) is given by

φER = −IR
QAR

Q − Ẇ

Iph
Q Aph

Q

, (17)

while for the heat engine and heat pump (i.e., IR
Q < 0, Iph

Q < 0,
and Ẇ < 0), the corresponding efficiency is expressed as

φEP = −Iph
Q Aph

Q − Ẇ

IR
QAR

Q

. (18)
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FIG. 3. Three-terminal double-QD system performance. (a)–(c)
Currents and power, and (d)–(f) efficiencies as a function of the
chemical potential difference �μ for simultaneous heating, cooling,
and power production, where (a) and (d) EL = 4kBT , ER = −4kBT ;
(b) and (e) EL = 12kBT , ER = 10kBT ; and (c) and (f) EL = −12kBT ,
ER = 0. The other parameters are t = 0.15kBT , γl = γr = 0.4kBT ,
γe-ph = 0.1kBT , kBTR = kBT , kBTph = 5.0kBT , kBTL = 1.5kBT , and
kBT = 10 meV.

From the definitions in Eqs. (13)–(18), it is clear that the
efficiency better characterizes the function of a thermal ma-
chine compared with conventional thermodynamic efficiency.
Moreover, we should point out that the system is unable to
simultaneously heat the hottest reservoir, cool the coldest
reservoir, and produce work, which stems from the constraint
imposed by the Second Law of Thermodynamics, i.e., φ � 1
[61].

The versatility of this setup is manifested in Fig. 3. In
particular, we consider the possibility of reproducing hy-
brid configurations, e.g., engine-pump, engine-refrigerator,
and refrigerator-pump. We include two separate contribu-
tions associated with two different tasks being performed
simultaneously. Here we show how heat currents/output work
[Figs. 3(a)–3(c)] as well as the corresponding efficiencies
[Figs. 3(d)–3(f)] characterize thermodynamic multitasks with
respect to the chemical potential difference �μ [74]. Through
varying �μ, we find that the operation switches between
a hybrid regime and the complementary single-task regime.
Based on Eqs. (9) and (10), the corresponding vanishing po-
sition for currents, termed the current cutoff voltage, can be
obtained as IR

p ≈ 0. For example, in Fig. 3(d) we see that when
0 < �μ < 6kBT , the device produces power to the reservoirs,
which performs the task of being a heat engine Ẇ > 0 (see

the blue line). As �μ > 6kBT , the device will heat the hottest
reservoir Iph

Q < 0 and cool the coldest reservoir IR
Q > 0, which

acts as hybrid thermal machines. In analogy, we see a similar
behavior in Figs. 3(e) and 3(f). When �μ ≈ −3kBT (−7kBT ),
the device will change from a single task of a refrigerator
(heat pump) to two simultaneous tasks of heat engine and heat
pump (engine and refrigerator).

We also note that thermodynamic laws set a bound on
the efficiency of the quantum thermal machine, where the
output work and efficiency cannot be maximized simultane-
ously. Such a restriction refers to the power-efficiency tradeoff
[25,62,75–78], e.g., the operating efficiency reaching the unit
and the output work vanishing. In addition to the above func-
tions, our three-terminal setups characterized as Eq. (14) can
also be designed for cooling by heating processes. As pro-
posed by Cleuren et al. [41], the chemical potential difference
is kept at zero, and the coolest electronic reservoir is cooled
by the hot phonon bath.

In the above, we focus on the thermoelectric energy con-
version efficiency of the three-terminal multitask thermal
machines. We note that in the linear-response regime, the
thermoelectric effects have been demonstrated as an effective
way to lead to the enhancement of heat engine performance
in our previous works [79,80]. In Appendix B, we briefly
discuss how the thermoelectric cooperative effects may not
only improve the performance of the heat engine, but they may
also be applicable for refrigerators, heat pumps, and even for
multitask thermal machines.

III. THE FOUR-TERMINAL THERMOELECTRIC
QD SYSTEMS

To further illustrate the functionality of inelastic hybrid
thermal machines, we consider another typical thermoelectric
transport model, i.e., four-terminal thermoelectric QD sys-
tems [81–91]. In Ref. [92], we studied an unconventional
inelastic thermoelectric effect, referred to as cooling by the
transverse heat current effect. It describes the cooling pro-
cess of the source driven by the heat exchange between two
thermal baths, rather than total heat injected into the central
quantum system [41]. In this section, we study how to use
the temperature gradient to overcome the chemical potential,
which is different from generating useful work (heat engines),
or to use the chemical potential against the temperature bias
to generate the heat current from the hot reservoir to the
cold one (refrigerators and/or heat pumps). Interestingly, this
device performs multiple useful tasks simultaneously, which
demonstrates that more thermodynamic affinities enrich the
implementation of hybrid operations.

The mesoscopic four-terminal thermoelectric devices cou-
pled with two electric reservoirs and two phononic reservoirs
are depicted in Fig. 4(a). The system consists of four QDs: QD
1 and QD 2 with energies E1 and E2 in the upper channel are
coupled with the hot phononic reservoir H , while QD 3 and
QD 4 with energies E3 and E4 in the lower channel are con-
nected with the cold phononic bath C. The inelastic-scattering
processes dominate the thermoelectric transport [93].
I i

p (i=L, R) is the particle current flowing from the reservoir
i into the system, and I i

Q (i = L, R, H,C) is the heat current
that flows from the reservoir i into the system.
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FIG. 4. (a) Schematic of four-terminal four-QD thermoelectric
systems. The left and right reservoirs with chemical potentials μL/R

and temperatures TL/R connect with the central QD systems, in which
there are two parallel transport channels: the upper channel has two
QDs (with energies E1 and E2) and a phonon bath H (with tempera-
ture TH ); the lower channel has two QDs (with energies E3 and E4)
and a phonon bath C (with temperature TC). The two channels are
spatially separated so that the phonon bath H (C) couples only to
the upper (lower) channel. (b) Map of the system functionality as
functions of the chemical potentials μL and μR. The parameters are
E1 = 2.0kBT , E2 = 0, E3 = 1.0kBT , E4 = 5.0kBT , γe-ph = 0.1kBT ,
kBTL = kBT , kBTC = 0.7kBT , kBTH = 2.0kBT , kBTR = 0.5kBT , and
kBT = 10 meV.

Due to energy conservation (IL
Q + μLIL

p + IH
Q + IC

Q + IR
Q +

μRIR
p = 0) and particle conversation (IL

p + IR
p = 0), the en-

tropy production rate of the whole system is given by [92]

TL
dS

dt
= IR

p AR
p + IR

QAR
Q + IH

Q AH
Q + IC

Q AC
Q, (19)

where the affinities are defined as AR
p = μR − μL, AR

Q = 1 −
TL
TR

, AH
Q = 1 − TL

TH
, and AC

Q = 1 − TL
TC

. The Lth reservoir is con-
sidered to be the reference reservoir. Here, we restrict our
discussion to having only one energy level in each QD. In
this setup, the phonon-assisted particle currents through two
independent upper and lower channels are described as [66]

Iup = 
1→2 − 
2→1, Idown = 
3→4 − 
4→3, (20)

where 
i→ j is the electron tunneling rate from QD i to QD
j [92]. Then, the particle and heat currents derived from the
Fermi golden rule [94] can be written as

IL
p = Iup + Idown, IL

Q = (E1 − μL )Iup + (E3 − μL )Idown,

IR
Q = −(E2 − μR)Iup − (E4 − μR)Idown,

IH
Q = (E2 − E1)Iup, IC

Q = (E4 − E3)Idown. (21)

The output power of the device −Ẇ is given by

Ẇ = IR
p �μ, (22)

where �μ = μR − μL ≡ X R
p is the chemical potential dif-

ference. In this four-terminal system, we specifically set the
temperatures as

TR < TC < TL < TH . (23)

The definitions of efficiency for the four-terminal device in
different operation regimes are shown in Table I. It should
be noted that distinct selection of the reference quantities
(i.e., Tr and μr) may result in different specific behaviors
of the efficiency. Usually, one would select a single typical
kind of reference arrangements to analyze the multitasking of
this quantum thermal machine. If one changes the reference
reservoir, the specific working features of the thermal machine
may vary.

If we specify the Lth reservoir as the reference reser-
voir and consider the situation μR = μL and TC = (2/TL −
1/TH )−1, we find that the efficiency of refrigerators is sim-
plified as φ = −(2IR

Q )/(IH
Q − IC

Q ), as done in Ref. [92]. Then,
we enter one working mode of cooling by the transverse heat
current effect, i.e., the coldest Rth reservoir can be cooled by
passing a heat current between the H phonon bath and the C
phonon bath. In such cooling by the transverse heat current
effect, there is no need to inject heat into the quantum system,
for the driving force of this process is the energy exchange
between the two phononic reservoirs mediated by the central
quantum system. Moreover, one should maintain a high tem-
perature in the phonon reservoir to efficiently realize cooling
by the heat current operation [92]. However, if we consider the

TABLE I. Functionality of a four-terminal four-QD thermal machine.

Thermal progresses Work and heat currents Efficiency

Heat engine IR
Q < 0, IH

Q > 0, Ẇ < 0, IC
Q < 0 φE = −Ẇ

IR
QAR

Q + IC
Q AC

Q + IH
Q AH

Q

Heat pump IH
Q < 0, IR

Q < 0, Ẇ > 0, IC
Q < 0 φP = −IH

Q AH
Q

IR
QAR

Q + IC
Q AC

Q + Ẇ

Refrigerator IR
Q > 0, IH

Q > 0, Ẇ > 0, IC
Q < 0 φR = −IR

QAR
Q

IH
Q AH

Q + IC
Q AC

Q + Ẇ

Refrigerator and heat pump IR
Q > 0, IH

Q < 0, Ẇ > 0, IC
Q < 0 φPR = −IR

QAR
Q − IH

Q AH
Q

IC
Q AC

Q + Ẇ

Engine and refrigerator IR
Q > 0, IH

Q > 0, Ẇ < 0, IC
Q < 0 φER = −IR

QAR
Q − Ẇ

IC
Q AC

Q + IH
Q AH

Q

Engine and heat pump IR
Q < 0, IH

Q < 0, Ẇ < 0, IC
Q < 0 φEP = −IH

Q AH
Q − Ẇ

IC
Q AC

Q + IR
QAR

Q
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EP ER RP

EP ≠

EP =

ER ≠

ER =

RP ≠

RP =

(a) (b) (c)

(d) (e) (f)

FIG. 5. The efficiencies of hybrid thermal machines (a) φEP, (b) φER, and (c) φRP as functions of the chemical potential μL and QD energy
E1 for TC = 0.7kBT . (d)–(f) Comparing the efficiency for the TL �= TC case and TL = TC as functions of the chemical potential μL and QD energy
E1. The parameters are (a) and (d) E2 = −4.0kBT , E3 = 2.0kBT , E4 = −1.0kBT ; (b) and (e) E2 = 6.0kBT , E3 = 6.0kBT , E4 = 8.0kBT ; (c) and
(f) E2 = 8.0kBT , E3 = 6.0kBT , E4 = −4.0kBT . The other parameters are γe-ph = 0.1kBT , kBTL = kBT , kBTH = 2.0kBT , kBTR = 0.5kBT , and
kBT = 10 meV. The white region indicates that the function of the hybrid thermal machines is not performed.

cooling process driven by voltage bias, the cooling mechanism
from the transverse heat current effect breaks down, which
may also result in efficient cooling behavior.

Figure 4(b) displays all possible functionalities for the
thermal machines, and the change of current symbol means
the realization of different functions by tuning the chemical
potential of the left (μL) and right (μR) reservoirs. From
this map figure, we observe that the four-terminal device can
realize any functions and perform different tasks by adjusting
physical parameters.

To emphasize the role of thermodynamic biases in the
four-terminal system, we compare the performance of such a
setup at TL = TR with the case TL �= TR for the same three-
terminal quantum-dot thermal machines in Fig. 5. We first
show the efficiency of the thermal machines in Figs. 5(a)–5(c),
which exhibit two useful tasks as functions of QD energy
E1 and chemical potential μL, and the efficiency can even
reach unity in some parameter regions. In Figs. 5(d)–5(f) we
compare the above two cases, and it is easy to find that the
maximum efficiency can be significantly improved when the
four-terminal device goes from the condition of TL = TR to
TL �= TR. Through concrete numerical results, we find that
the setup with multiple biases can substantially enlarge the
parameter region of the high efficiency, and thus provide
a promising pathway toward high-performance thermal ma-
chines.

Finally, we point out that there are three Seebeck coeffi-
cients induced by three temperature gradients, which originate
from the three thermal affinities AR

Q, AH
Q , and AC

Q in the linear-
response regime for the four-terminal thermoelectric device.
Correspondingly, the figures of merit refer to the conventional
longitudinal thermoelectric effects and the unconventional
transverse thermoelectric effects, respectively.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

In this work, a general thermodynamic efficiency was de-
fined from an entropic point of view, which can characterize
the functions of the thermal machines, such as heat engine,
refrigerator, and heat pump, without the need to specifically
define a reference temperature. The efficiency is appointed
for each functionality as the ratio of the output (the consumed
usable energy) to the consumed (the target heat).

We discussed the thermodynamic operations of a phonon-
thermoelectric device that performs multiple useful tasks
simultaneously in two typical thermoelectric systems [(i) de-
vices with two electronic terminals and a phonon terminal,
and (ii) those with two electronic terminals and two phononic
terminals], where phonon-assisted inelastic processes dom-
inate the transport. In the three-terminal device, we found
the parameter region and the corresponding efficiency of the
thermal machines for power production, cooling, heating, and
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the simultaneous combinations. It is found that a hybrid ther-
mal machine can be realized only if inelastic processes are
taken into account. In the four-terminal device, in addition to
demonstrating that the device can perform two useful tasks,
we further emphasized the improvement of efficiency by mul-
tiple thermodynamic biases.

Finally, it should be pointed out that our study is based
on steady-state transport. The performance of a periodically
driven thermoelectric device with inelastic transport undertak-
ing multitasks will be a fascinating topic for future study.
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APPENDIX A: ELECTRON GREEN’S FUNCTION

In this Appendix, we give expressions for different compo-
nents of the noninteracting electronic Green’s functions in a
frequency domain. We write

Ĝr/a = (E Î − ĤDQD + �̂r/a)−1,

Ĝ</> = Ĝr�̂</>Ĝa, (A1)

where ĤDQD is the Hamiltonian of the double-QDs system,

ĤDQD =
(

EL t
t ER

)
, (A2)

and �̂r/a(E ) are different components of the self-energy,
which is additive in the left L and right R electronic reser-
voirs, i.e., �̂r/a/</>(E ) = �̂

r/a/</>
L (E ) + �̂

r/a/</>
R (E ). Here

considering the noninteracting approximation, we obtain
�̂

r/a
L (E ) = (∓iγL/2 0

0 0), �̂<
L (E ) = (i fL (E )γL 0

0 0), and �̂>
L (E ) =

(−i[1 − fL (E )]γL 0
0 0). Similar expressions hold for the right elec-

tronic reservoir self-energy, with L → R. From the above, the
noninteracting electronic Green’s function is written as

Ĝr (E ) = [Ĝa(E )]†

=
(

E − EL + iγL/2 −t
−t E − ER + iγR/2

)−1

. (A3)

APPENDIX B: LINEAR TRANSPORT AND
THERMOELECTRIC COOPERATIVE EFFECT

In the linear-response regime, the performance of a ther-
mal machine can be characterized by two main parameters,
namely the figure of merit ξ and the power factor P. In
Refs. [79,80], we demonstrated that two coexisting thermo-
electric effects, i.e., the longitudinal thermoelectric effect and
the transverse one, can generate cooperative effects, which
leads to an enhancement of the heat engine performance.
Here, we further demonstrate that the thermoelectric cooper-

ative effects may be a general theory. In principle, it can not
only improve the performance of a quantum heat engine, but it
can also be applicable for refrigerators, heat pumps, and even
for multitask thermal machines.

Based on Eqs. (9) and (10), the transport equations are
reexpressed as [40]⎛

⎜⎝
IR

p

IR
Q

Iph
Q

⎞
⎟⎠ =

⎛
⎜⎝

M11 M12 M13

M12 M22 M23

M13 M23 M33

⎞
⎟⎠

⎛
⎜⎝

AR
p

AR
Q

Aph
Q

⎞
⎟⎠, (B1)

where the Onsager coefficients Mi j = Mel
i j + M inel

i j include
both the elastic and inelastic transport components [94].
Moreover, the second law of thermodynamics, i.e., dS/dt � 0
[70], leads to

M11, M22, M33 � 0, M11M22 � M2
12,

M11M33 � M2
13, M22M33 � M2

23, (B2)

and the determinant of the transport matrix in Eq. (B1) should
be non-negative.

For systems with time-reversal symmetry, the maximal ef-
ficiency and the maximal power of the three-terminal devices
are expressed as

φmax =
√

ξ + 1 − 1√
ξ + 1 + 1

, Wmax = 1

4
PT 2, (B3)

where ξ is the dimensionless figure of merit, and P is the
power factor of quantum thermal machines, respectively.
Equation (B3) is a general expression, and it is independent
of the function being performed by the thermal machine.
The maximal efficiency quantifies the performance of hybrid
thermal machines, including heat engines, refrigerators, heat
pumps, and combinations thereof. Clearly, φmax approaches
the unit when ξ approaches ∞.

Alternatively from the geometric perspective, the two tem-
peratures can be parametrized as [95]

AR
Q = TA cos θ, Aph

Q = TA sin θ. (B4)

Consequently, the figure of merit and the power factor are
described as

1

ξ (θ )
= M22 cos2 θ + 2M23 sin θ cos θ + M33 sin2 θ

M11(S1 cos θ + S2 sin θ )2
− 1,

(B5)

P(θ ) = M11(S1 cos θ + S2 sin θ )2, (B6)

where S1 = M12/M11 and S2 = M13/M11 denote the lon-
gitudinal and transverse thermopowers, respectively. Using

TABLE II. Longitudinal and transverse thermoelectric effects
and their maximum.

Performance Figure of merit Power factor

Longitudinal ξL = M11S2
1

M22−M11S2
1

PL = M11S2
1

Transverse ξT = M11S2
2

M33−M11S2
2

PT = M11S2
2

Maximum ξmax = M33M2
12−2M12M13M23+M22M2

13
M Pmax = M11(S2

1 + S2
2 )
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,

(a) (b)

FIG. 6. (a) Schematic figure of a three-terminal single-QD ther-
moelectric device. The QD with a single energy level E0 is connected
in series to three fermionic reservoirs i (i = L, R, P). The chemical
potential and the temperature of the reservoirs are μi and Ti, re-
spectively. The constant 
 represents the coupling between the QD
and the reservoir. (b) Map of the system efficiency as functions of
the chemical potential μL and QD energy E0. The parameters are
μR = 0, μP = 2.0kBT .

Eqs. (B5) and (B6), it is straightforward to obtain the expres-
sions of the longitudinal (θ = 0 or π ) and transverse (θ =
π/2, 3π/2) figure of merit and power factor. The details can
be found in Table II, where M = M11M22M33 − M11M2

23 −
M33M2

12 + 2M12M13M23 − M22M2
13. Interestingly, we find that

ξmax � max(ξL, ξT ) and Pmax � max(PL, PT ). Such results are
irrelevant with respect to the specific working mode of the
multitask thermal machine. Hence, we may expect that the
efficiency could be improved by exploiting cooperative effects
once the thermoelectric figure of merit is enhanced.

APPENDIX C: THE HYBRID THERMAL MACHINES:
THREE-TERMINAL SINGLE-LEVEL QD SYSTEM

In this Appendix, we study the operation and perfor-
mance of the elastic thermoelectric devices that perform
multiple useful tasks simultaneously. In our construction
[see Fig. 6(a)], a single QD system exchanges particle and
energy with three electronic reservoirs, L, R, and P. The

particle and heat currents flowing from the reservoir into the
system are expressed as [67]

IL
p =

∑
i=R,P


i
L[ fL(E0) − fi(E0)]


L + 
i
, (C1a)

IR
p =

∑
i=L,P


i
R[ fR(E0) − fi(E0)]


R + 
i
, (C1b)

IP
p =

∑
i=L,R


i
P[ fP(E0) − fi(E0)]


P + 
i
, (C1c)

and

IL
Q =

∑
i=R,P

(E0 − μL )
i
L[ fL(E0) − fi(E0)]


L + 
i
, (C2a)

IR
Q =

∑
i=L,P

(E0 − μR)
i
R[ fR(E0) − fi(E0)]


R + 
i
, (C2b)

IP
Q =

∑
i=L,R

(E0 − μP )
i
R[ fP(E0) − fi(E0)]


P + 
i
, (C2c)

respectively. Particle conservation implies that IL
p + IR

p +
IP

p = 0, while energy conservation requires IL
Q + μLIL

p + IR
Q +

μRIR
p + IP

Q + μPIP
p = 0 [2].

Considering energy and particle conservation, entropy pro-
duction is given by a specific form,

TL
dS

dt
= IR

p AR
p + IP

p AP
p + IR

QAR
Q + IP

QAP
Q, (C3)

where AR
p = μR − μL, AP

p = μP − μL, AR
Q = 1 − TL

TR
, and

AP
Q = 1 − TL

TP
.

The power done by the reservoirs to the system is given by

Ẇ = AR
pIR

p + AP
pIP

p , (C4)

and in the single QD three-terminal systems, we set

TR < TL < TP, (C5)

and we choose the temperature of the left reservoir as the ref-
erence temperature. The efficiency in six different operational

TABLE III. Functionality of a three-terminal single-QD thermal machine.

Thermal progresses Work and heat currents Efficiency

Heat engine IR
Q < 0, IP

Q > 0, Ẇ < 0 φE = −Ẇ

IR
QAR

Q + IP
QAP

Q

Heat pump IP
Q < 0, IR

Q < 0, Ẇ > 0 φP = −IP
QAP

Q

IR
QAR

Q + Ẇ

Refrigerator IR
Q > 0, IP

Q > 0, Ẇ > 0 φR = −IR
QAR

Q

IP
QAP

Q + Ẇ

Refrigerator and pump IR
Q > 0, IP

Q < 0, Ẇ > 0 φPR = −IR
QAR

Q − IP
QAP

Q

Ẇ

Engine and refrigerator IR
Q > 0, IP

Q > 0, Ẇ < 0 φER = −IR
QAR

Q − Ẇ

IP
QAP

Q

Engine and pump IR
Q < 0, IP

Q < 0, Ẇ < 0 φEP = −IP
QAP

Q − Ẇ

IR
QAP

Q
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regimes is shown in Table III. In Fig. 6(b), we see that the
device with three electronic reservoirs can also perform useful

multitasks through adjusting the QD energy E0 and chemical
potential μL.
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